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AN OPEN LETTER: To the parents of the
victims murdered by Elliot Rodger.
Posted by Joe Wurzelbacher on May 26, 2014 in 2nd Amendment, Email Featured, political correctness,
Politics

I’m not talking here about the three tragic murders Rodger committed by stabbing before his

driving and shooting spree; I speak now only to the families of the gunshot victims in Santa

Barbara:

Enter to win the Family Gun Package Giveaway!

It’s a tragedy.

I am sorry you lost your child. I myself have a son and daughter and the one thing I never want

to go through, is what you are going through now. But:

As harsh as this sounds – your dead kids don’t trump my Constitutional rights.

Richard Martinez, whose son (Christopher) was among the murdered, choked back tears at a

news conference, blaming politicians the next day: “The talk about gun rights. What about Chris’

right to live?” Martinez said – and much more.

There are no critical words for a grieving father. He can say whatever he wants and blame

whoever he’d like – it’s okay by me. You can’t take a step in his shoes – at least I can’t.

But the words and images of Mr. Martinez blaming “the proliferation of guns”, lobbyists,

politicians, etc.; will be exploited by gun-grab extremists as are all tragedies involving gun

violence and the mentally ill by the anti-Second Amendment Left.

As a father, husband and a man, it is my responsibility to protect my family. I will stand up for

that right vehemently. Please believe me, as a father I share your grief and I will pray for you and

your family, as I do whenever I hear about senseless tragedies such as this.

We still have the Right to Bear Arms and I intend to continue to speak out for that right, and

against those who would restrict it – even in the face of this horrible incident by this sad and

insane individual. I almost said “Obama Voter” but I’m waiting for it to be official.

I noticed the mainstream media have stopped the practice of immediately reporting the psycho

maniac is a conservative Tea Party Republican Christian. Guess they’re sick of having to hide

being wrong every time when it comes out the whacko votes Democrat?
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Mr. Martinez and anyone calling for more restrictions on American’s rights need to back off and

stop playing into the hands of the folks who merely capitalize on these horrific events for their

own political ends.

They don’t care about your family or  your dead children at all. They sound like they do, whereas

I sound uncaring and like I say, harsh. Don’t be fooled – I care about your family and mine. The

future of our very liberty lies in the balance of this fight.

In conclusion, I cannot begin to imagine the pain you are going through, having had your child

taken away from you. However, any feelings you have toward my rights being taken away from

me, lose those.

Sincerely;

Samuel Joseph Wurzelbacher

PS: To the parents of Elliot Rodger’s stabbing victims: I’m very sorry for your loss. I’m sick to

death every damn time I turn around and some poor soul with obvious violent mental sickness

is allowed to exact this kind of pain on a family.

Elliot Rodger deserved help, yes – but your child deserved so much more. I’m very sorry and sad

for you.
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• Reply •

Douglas Nicholson •  a day ago

I can answer the question in the cartoon. Psychotropic drugs (Ritalin, Ativan, Cymbalta, etc.)! ALL of
the killers in mass shootings in the last 15 years have been on some form of them.

  43  

• Reply •

bob_seifert  •  a day ago Douglas Nicholson

A good place to start looking for all the drugs that these people were on is here
http://www.ssristories.org/

They try to document from reliable news sources the drugs that were prescribed to these
people. Over 5,000 stories so far. Media fails to make the connection, but they NEVER miss
an opportunity to connect a gun do they?

  27  

• Reply •

chynna  •  6 hours ago Douglas Nicholson

Sorry, all of those people has access to weapons.
  1  

• Reply •

shoemama  •  2 hours ago chynna

Not all weapons are guns. If someone wants to create mayhem, there are hundreds
of items they can use. It is NOT the ITEM that kills. It is the human involved. All ropes,
knives, fertilizers, and even WATER would have to be banned!

  

• Reply •

Helen Wheels  •  an hour ago shoemama

Ooooh better hide under your bed! Oh wait.. maybe not, perhaps the heels of
your shoes can kill you.

  

• Reply •

NameNotGiven  •  3 hours ago chynna

like the knife and hammer he used to kill half his victims? and like the knives,
hammers and baseball bats with which most insane people murder others with?

  

• Reply •

Helen Wheels  •  an hour ago NameNotGiven

Hurrrrr durrrrrrr FauxNoise talking point #53423
  

• Reply •

Helen Wheels  •  an hour ago Douglas Nicholson

According to his manifesto, he refused to be medicated.
  

• Reply •

garysvent •  a day ago

Thank the liberal pussy-footers who rejected the notion that the mentally ill should be kept away
from society and be allowed to roam free. Thank them for making it insanely difficult to put the
mentally ill in an institution where they can't hurt anyone. (The mentally ill in Congress are another
matter; they hurt everyone). Thank the liberals for many of the homeless, who would be cared for if it
weren't for liberal policies that loose the mentally ill from the places that could help them. And while
you're at it, thank liberals for the dead who are murdered by those who should have been kept
locked up in mental wards or prisons. You can thank wrong-headed liberals for these things, which
came about because liberals were more interested as being SEEN as compassionate than being
compassionate.

And thank the liberal establishment culture mavens for glorifying fornication to the point that this
disturbed creature was led to think he was entitled to sex.

  106  

tlk244182  •  a day ago garysvent

Your last point is the most important one. "Liberalism" has poisoned the culture and this
event is merely one of the symptoms of the sexual revolution. This was a sex crime, not a
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• Reply •

event is merely one of the symptoms of the sexual revolution. This was a sex crime, not a
gun crime. And of course, it goes without saying that if his victims had been proficient with a
handgun and armed, the story would be completely different.

  71  

• Reply •

Betty4440  •  a day ago tlk244182

HE WAS A SPOILED ROTTEN KID AND GREW UP HAVING EVERY THING WE
WANTED. NO ONE EVER TELLING HIM NO YOU CAN'T HAVE THAT, NO YOU
CAN'T DO THAT, NO YOU CAN'T GO YOU ARE GROUNDED, AND MORE THAN
LIKELY HE NEVER GOT HIS BACK SIDE WHIPPED, BECAUSE THAT WOULD BE
CHILD ABUSE, BUT HE MIGHT HAVE TURNED OUT TO BEEN A BETTER PERSON.
SPARE NOT THE ROD AND SPOIL THE CHILD. I DO BELIEVE IN THIS AND IT IS
ALSO FROM THE HOLY BIBLE. I grew up with this and applied to my own children
and my grand children if they were in my home. they followed my rules or else.

  40  

• Reply •

Bill Pavuk  •  9 hours ago Betty4440

I agree with you that this young man's sense of privilege and entitlement
(which may or may not have come from a home that lacked discipline and
boundaries) seemed to contribute to this sick, twisted world view full of hate
and rage. I agree that by all indications he was very much in need of someone
to intervene with serious discipline and consequences and had that happened
likely we're not discussing this. That said, as a pastor, I would ask that you
please refrain from the "spare the rod, spoil the child" expression. I know that
for many of us corporal punishment was a good deterrent that taught us
respect and self-control. But this is not at all what the scripture is actually
saying. NO ONE in the first century or previous centuries within the Jewish
family model had any concept of "the rod" as something to use to strike a
child. The rod was used in instruction, or discipline. Bear in mind that discipline
derives from a word meaning "student." I know it seems like a small, petty
thing, and I understand that you, like many, have spent much of your life
hearing that this scripture is God's way of saying that if we don't use the rod,
or belt, or our bare hand from time to time, we may be going too light on our
children. But as a pastor, it's a real peeve of mine how often this passage gets
applied in ways that are so off from what it actually said.

  7  

• Reply •

Laddyboy  •  a day ago Betty4440

Stop SREAMING!
  13  

• Reply •

ppanthers  •  a day ago Laddyboy

Why shouldn't we scream? That is about all we can do about any of it, isn't it?
  23  

• Reply •

Raymond Donahue  •  12 hours ago Betty4440

I never read posts from irrational people who scream.
  6  

• Reply •

ARETHEYNUTS  •  12 hours ago Raymond Donahue

More than likely an elderly woman who can't see well.
  

• Reply •

chynna •  7 hours ago ARETHEYNUTS 

We all have adjustments on our monitors to allow for visual impairment.
  1  

• Reply •

Helen Wheels  •  29 minutes ago Betty4440

Why so yelly?
  

• Reply •

Juggy Brodleteen  •  5 hours ago tlk244182

This was a sex crime, not a gun crime? You can't possibly be serious? Rodgers
clearly had issues with women, not to mention issues with his mental health, but this
was NOT a sex crime. This was a murderous rampage, made easier and more deadly
thanks to easy access to firearms.

  4  

shoemama  •  2 hours ago Juggy Brodleteen

Don't forget the knife!
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• Reply •

Don't forget the knife!
  

• Reply •

Ewade  •  a day ago tlk244182

That's a stretch. I heard there were guns involved, I didn't hear sex anywhere except
in this nutcase's delusional rant. How was it a sex crime?

  4  

• Reply •

Larry  •  a day ago Ewade

Then you need to read about this case. Yes there were guns involved, legally
bought in one of the most heavily gun controlled states in the Union. However,
the guns were not used until after he killed three people by stabbing them to
death. Even though he had the guns with him, it sounds like the shooting were
an after thought.

  13  Show 1 new reply

• Reply •

devodude  •  10 hours ago Larry

No not an afterthought part of the plan. Had he shot his roommates the
gunfire would have put an end to his plan at that building. Knives are silent
allowing him to use his firearms in outdoor locations. He spoke of the
weapons he had as part of his grand scheme. You cons have done all you can
to ensure the mentally ill can continue on this path unrestricted by law.

  7  

• Reply •

Rodney Lee Conover  •  6 hours ago devodude

when someone showed up with a gun, it ended.
  1  

• Reply •

NameNotGiven  •  2 hours ago devodude

Yeah the Libs don't realize that knives actually have a higher fatality rate per
attack (30%fatlity vs 10% fatality with gun shot, a 3x increased lethality)
The left has blocked and done all it can to insure that the roommates who
were knifed to death could not find out this guy with a diagnosed dangerous
condition was rooming with them.

  

• Reply •

jime1  •  11 hours ago Ewade

Well it's not all that hard to figure out, and a rather logical conclusion actually.
This idiot was P Oed because females didn't find him appealing. Creeps are
creeps, but this creep took out his frustration on whoever. In simple terms he
couldn't get laid so he went postal! Got it? Therefore, sex, or the lack thereof
seems to that have been the root cause of his sick mind, hence the conclusion
of it being a sex (motivated) crime. OK, it might be a stretch, but something
set this fool off and his u tube rant strongly suggests his creepy sick nature
and sexual frustration was or easily could have been the likely cause. Two plus
two usually comes out four, unless you have a mind like this sick fool had!! 
Who's fault is all this? The fools who raised him, they are as responsible as he
is and should be held accountable !!! 
Say what? Yes responsible! If your pit bull bites and injures someone you are
responsible. IF you're responsible for what your dog does how can you NOT
be responsible for what you brat does?????????????????????

  4  

• Reply •

Juggy Brodleteen  •  5 hours ago Ewade

Ewade, you won't get an honest answer to this. Those who have irrational
fears for their gun rights will paint this in any way they can that distracts from
the obvious - this lunatic shot up a bunch of people. With guns.

  2  

• Reply •

Bill Harris  •  4 hours ago Juggy Brodleteen

And Im sure he would have stopped with the knife after killing the first three if
no gun was allowed to be had...Hahahaha wake up tool people will find a way
to kill, anything can be used as a weapon...so go troll somewhere else..

  

tlk244182  •  10 hours ago Ewade

Not to put too fine a point on it, he didn't rape his victims, he shot them
instead. I was attempting an indictment of modern, 'liberal' sexuality by calling
these murders a consequence of the dismantling of traditional Christian
morality. I'm giving a Right Wing answer to the claim that this crime was
caused by inadequate gun control. My point is: rather than restrict handgun
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• Reply •

caused by inadequate gun control. My point is: rather than restrict handgun
ownership further, let's restrict the mainstreaming of what used to be called
"immorality" i.e. fornication, divorce, abortion, homosexuality, etc. I
understand why someone might consider this a stretch, but IMO, it's no more
of a stretch than the idea that "guns" are responsible.

  2  

• Reply •

Juggy Brodleteen  •  5 hours ago tlk244182

Fornication, divorce, abortion, homosexuality, etc., have all been a part of
society for any measurable span of history (some longer than others).
Maniacs going on rampages with guns have only been around as long as
guns.

It is FALSE to say that "modern liberal sexuality" and what you consider to be
immorality are "responsible" for this. All social trends point towards a higher
sense of morality in modern society, not lower. It's certainly open to debate
about WHAT is considered moral, or which expression of morality trumps
another, but the fact is people are, generally, getting "better" in the world.

There will always be lunatics that want to harm others. The question is, how
easy do we make it for them, or what do we do to mitigate the amount of
harm they can cause?

  3  

• Reply •

tlk244182  •  3 minutes ago Juggy Brodleteen

"Human sexual attraction, after all, is not an egalitarian arrangement. 
The disappearance of culturally-mandated restraints on sexual etiquette 
generally means that the strong are allowed to run roughshod over the 
weak. Within such a paradigm, social misfit oddballs like Rodger—those 
loathed “omega males”—catch
the brunt of the rejection being dished out; if such as these are 
already prone to instability, then failure can fuel hatred and rage, and
personal heartbreak can easily escalate into broader spasms of terror, 
bloodshed and tragedy." Andy Nowiki

  

• Reply •

NameNotGiven  •  3 hours ago Ewade

yoo heard guns were involved? most of the victims of this guy killed and
injured were killed by knife, hammer and car and not guns

  1  

• Reply •

Skepticles  •  20 hours ago Ewade

"That's a stretch. I heard there were guns involved, I didn't hear sex anywhere
except in this nutcase's delusional rant. How was it a sex crime?" -Ewade

How is rape a crime of violence? Maybe other pertinent factors are in play but
not readily obvious.

  

• Reply •

mmoommist  •  16 hours ago Skepticles

If rape wasn't violent then it probably wouldn't be a crime. If you read his
'manifesto' you would know it was a sex crime and he was out to kill "blonde
women"... Why? Because they didn't fling their undivided attention upon him.
Women are the root of all evil was what he was saying and therefore shouldn't
be allowed to live. This wacko didn't deserve to die, he should have be put in
chains in the public square and let the dogs feed on him daily. As for gun
control that is just nuts, no matter how many gun laws, it will never stop the
criminals from using them and if it isn't the nut jobs, it will be those who take
the guns away. Okay, I'm done rambling.

  11  

• Reply •

Rodney Lee Conover  •  6 hours ago mmoommist

not all rape is violent. When a woman is drugged, quite often it's not. It's still a
crime of violence and invasion - not sex in many cases. Try thinking outside
your own world for a moment. this kid was confused sexually, clearly and
hated his own feelings, clearly - and hated himself. clearly. The crimes were
the manifestation. Thank-you, that will be $165

  

chynna  •  6 hours ago Skepticles

Rape is a violent crime as it is about forcing someone against their will. There
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• Reply •

Rape is a violent crime as it is about forcing someone against their will. There
is frequently a lot of lacerations, broken bones and physical damage done.

  3  

• Reply •

Bill Pavuk  •  8 hours ago Skepticles

How is rape a crime of violence? Physically forcing a person to be penetrated
sexually against their will. Have you ever seen photos of a person's genital or
anal areas after being raped? Are you really, seriously unclear how rape is a
crime of violence?

  3  

• Reply •

Bill1966  •  a day ago garysvent

I am with you that we need to keep the mentally disturbed off the streets, but I think we
should put them all together in a camp setting. They could get the care they need and also
be part of a community this way. Do not construe this as my being FOR libtards policies, I
am totally against them. We USED to just lock these people up, which did not help them in
any way. This young man needed help and did not get it. The MSM is not focusing on ANY
of his previous encounters with law enforcement, who should have done something to get
him some help. Instead they are ONLY focusing on the three SHOOTING deaths, not on the
three room mates he butchered with a knife. The only report I could find on what the police
found was on a German news site. This was one disturbed young man, but we the
conservatives will pay the price for it.

  36  

• Reply •

Mr.Mike  •  a day ago Bill1966

What also must be said is that they (The Establishment and pharmaceutical
Companies) have been allowing this for a long time. Why? So that just like in Russia,
Germany and China they started rounding up dissidents on charges of mental dis-
orders. Right now doctors are fighting the Obama Administration on some 30 new
mental dis-order diagnosis that have no actual symptoms just based on basic
thought idiologies or thought crimes. For instance if you are depressed because of
the loss of a loved one, they will classify you as mentally depressed and should not
be allowed to own a gun. These Pharmaceutical companies have been getting filthy
rich for the last 50 years. In just the last 20 years I have noticed an incredible increase
in the adds on TV. Now don't get me wrong there are people who have real problems
like this kid did and even his Psychiatrist warned the police and nothing was done.
But at the same time these incidents have been allowed to happen to further the
Agenda of a corrupt government. They will get the people to demand that any one for
any flimsy reason they can have their gun rights removed. They will allow real
disturbed cases to go while taking the rights of dissidents away. This is a very
dangerous precedence that we have been forced into.

  16  

• Reply •

Skepticles  •  20 hours ago Mr.Mike

We aren't quite backed into the corner yet. But this idea of a pretext
disqualifying liberties of individuals otherwise at large to engage in life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness endangers us all.
We must insist that any individual citizen not in custody MUST be considered
and treated as competent, law-abiding, and unrestricted to any inheirant
excersize of rights, liberties, and freedoms in any way. Otherwise, the state will
define itself as arbiter of any and all rights ('for our own good') of every citizen.
Because it will assume it can.

  3  

• Reply •

Kokopelli Miu  •  2 hours ago Skepticles

"We aren't quite backed into the corner yet. But this idea of a pretext
disqualifying liberties of individuals otherwise at large to engage in life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness endangers us all."

You guys would just LOVE the city of Colombia and if thats too totalitarian for
you you could always go to Rapture...

  

• Reply •

Doris C  •  a day ago Bill1966

How many of these other incidents your talking about with law enforcement get taken
care of by his "RICH" parents? Maybe being a director does not mean your rich
actually. But surely someone got him out of trouble the other times.

  13  

James Stafford  •  15 hours ago Doris C

The other incidents with law enforcement were not the types of things that get
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The other incidents with law enforcement were not the types of things that get
taken care of by anyone, except the person himself. They were not violent
episodes, sexually predatory, or other things that could have landed him in jail.
They were suspicions that were brought to law enforcement's attention by the
parents because they saw something that appeared to be abhorrent to his
usual behavior. However, he was a great actor and convinced LEOs that there
was nothing to be concerned about, when actually there was. The truth is, this
was really no one's fault except the perpetrator's. 
This whole scenario is talked about extensively in the scriptures. We are given
challenges to help us grow. We have been told that we are never given a
challenge that we are not able to overcome, if we use not only our power, but
the power of all of those around us - seen and unseen. Our problem is, unlike
Job, we do not use all of the power available to us and therefore become
angry and frustrated and sometimes do foolish things, as this young man did.
It is a fact of life. Until the millennium, we will never see this type of tragedy
obliterated, because the hearts of the people are carnal, and turn away from
the truth and light.

  3  

• Reply •

GomeznSA  •  12 hours ago James Stafford

Hmmm, perhaps so, but name deleted stated in his 'manifesto' that if the
coppers had pursued the issue further they would have figured out what he
was apparently planning AND found the guns - which apparently - again
according to him - would have taken away the means to do his crimes.

  1  

• Reply •

nfm  •  a day ago garysvent

The MSM and Hollywood have helped turn almost everything into sex. And we have let
them.

  21  

• Reply •

Charles P  •  a day ago nfm

You are TOTALLY CORRECT!
And they OPENLY USE "FAKE WARDROBE ACCIDENTS" to use sex to get free
publicity!
Too bad they CANNOT BUY STORY RIGHTS TO MAKE GOOD MOVIES/SHOWS, so
that these scam sex events are not NEEDED to get celebs publicity!

  9  

• Reply •

Ewade  •  a day ago nfm

I wonder how many of these sick Hollywood freaks are putting their screenplay
together for this story already.

  4  

• Reply •

Rodney Lee Conover  •  6 hours ago Ewade

hand raised
  

• Reply •

brownsfan51  •  9 hours ago garysvent

Actually, it was Ronald Reagan who cut funding for mental health and closed psychiatric
facilities. "Mental health gained traction during Jimmy Carter’s presidency with the first
President’s Commission on Mental Health and passage of the Mental Health Systems Act in
1980, which sought greater integration of programs for people with serious mental illnesses.
In 1981, after Ronald Reagan took office, this act was repealed, responsibility was devolved
to the states through services block grants, and the federal government assumed a low
profile in mental health policy. - Health Affairs Study, Rutgers University" This drastic cut in
funding led to a huge increase of mentally ill being homeless or ending up in prison.
He was almost killed by a mentally ill person, but that did not change his mind about the
need for better mental health services.
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• Reply •

NameNotGiven  •  2 hours ago brownsfan51

Ronald Reagan increased federal mental health spending by 25%

and he release you mention was an amicus case by the ACLU and decided by the
liberal dominated court.

This leftist move forced release of the majority of persons institutionalized, and
studies of behavior afterword showed over 18,000 rapes, 4,000 murders and
innumerable other cries to those the left forced to be released.
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where I live today. Like many young

men graduating from high school, I
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adventure, career, and a way to serve

the country I love. The Air Force taught

me practical skills like plumbing,
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